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O F course it all depends on your point of view. 
You might argue as follows: " F r o m humble origins South 

African Jewry lias risen to be one of the most impor tant com
munities of the Jewish world , and an eminently valuable e lement 
in South African society. It has managed to clamber from a 
level of abject poverty to real affluence within less than a 
generation. In intellectual, professional, economic and 
political pursuits it has produced a galaxy of leaders. Hebrew 
and religious education is on a higher standard than almost 
anywhere else on the globe. Synagogues sprout up and 
down the country. Proport ionately, the average South African 
Jew gives more generously towards Israel than his overseas 
fellow-Jews. On the whole—and especially compared to 
most o ther countr ies—the Jews in South Africa form a uni ted, 
coherent, conscious and constructive communi ty . As men , 
as Jews, as South Africans, they have every right to feel happy 
with their a t t a inmen t s . " 

O r else, if you suffer from indigestion o r chronic malice 
or the plague of liberal views, you might evaluate them on these 
lines: " I n view of their wrealth, education, social prominence 
and certain special advantages, they could and should have 
made a pioneering contr ibut ion towards the just solution of 
the racial problem which is, essentially, the underlying reality 
of all facts, t rends and detail questions in their country. And 
they have not done, and are no t now doing, s o . " 

Jews form a minori ty , a small minori ty, within the population 
of South Africa. Compared to the national total of fourteen 
million persons, the Jewish communi ty ' s me re 10^,000 or 
so souls may seem a tiny fraction—hardly one per cent , of the 
whole populace. Yet it would be a grievous mistake to under
estimate the significance of the Jewish minor i ty . Even purely 
numerically speaking, under the absurd rules of South African 
ethnic ar i thmetic , the size of the Jewish population constitutes 
a factor necessary to reckon with . After all, the dominant 
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Afrikaner group is itself but a small minority of South Africa's 
human millions. The proportion of Afrikanerdom to the rest 
of South Africa's general community which it rules is not very 
different from the ratio of Jew to Boer; roughly, one to ten 
in each instance. South Africa is the land par excellence where 
minorities can have a say—and a vast majority be deprived of 
it—quite without regard to what, in a democracy, their numbers 
would warrant. And in the two main cities, Johannesburg 
and Cape Town, the Jews constitute one-tenth of the citizens 
"that count" : the Whites, including both Afrikaans and English 
speaking sections. But quite apart from the business of count
ing heads, the question of status and calibre are of prime 
importance. Economically, politically and culturally, their 
weight is far in excess of their mere sum. The clothing, 
furniture and leather industries, the wool and jewellery trade, 
the Universities, medicine, law, even agriculture and the 
Councils of City and State abound with leading figures who are 
Jews. Jewry is a minority in South Africa—but one of crucial 
importance and commanding unique possibilities of effective 
action. 

Tautological as it may seem at first sight, it is yet a true and 
relevant statement to point out that the Jewish community 
in South Africa is a community. Indeed they are not walled 
in by a visible ghetto, they are segregated neither in residence 
nor in their place or type of occupation (though there are some 
interesting aggregations and preferences); nor are they homo
geneous in habits, thinking and attitude. But they are markedly 
united and coherent. It is a well-known phenomenon the 
world over that Jews tend to "stick together", displaying 
centripetal tendencies at any rate in the social spheres. But 
in the context of South Africa, strong Jewish community-
awareness is quite especially intense. 

A number of reasons may account for this unusual degree of 
communal cohesion and personal orientation. As far as Jewish 
communities go, South Africa Jewry is a new branch. In it 
even second-generation Jews can count as veterans (compared, 
say, to Britain where descendants of nineteenth century im
migrants are reckoned as green newcomers beside Anglo-
Jewish families of three centuries' standing). The still living 
solidarity of onion-boaters, surviving memories of the old 
country and of being uncomfortably new in the new one, 
characterize much Jewish thinking, conversation, public speak-
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ing and journalism. But a yet more powerful factor in main
taining Jewish separatism is the general racialistic, pigeon
holing outlook of the country. W h e t h e r Jews like it o r not , 
the typical South African W h i t e mentality classes them as a 
" r a c e " — a n on the whole accepted, respected and pigmento-
cratically privileged third shareholder in the dubiously ethical 
but indubitably profitable concern of W h i t e South Africa; 
but at the same t ime a distinct, unassimilated and unassimillable 
element. However kindly and tolerantly they might t reat 
him, neither the Afrikaner nor the descendant of the British 
settlers would dream of regarding the Jew as " o n e of u s . " 
Willv-nilly the Jew is forced to cultivate his fellow-Jews' 
company. Clear evidence for, and effects of, this separateness 
imposed from wi thout are the two main quasi-religious pre 
occupations of South African Jewry : a numinous awe surround
ing the separate sports club, and an enshrinement of Zionism 
in its most uncritically chauvinistic form. The resentment 
at being rejected is often over-compensated in a peculiarly 
hollow pride and superiori ty-complex. It is instructive to 
ponder over the manner in which Dr . Malan's basically nasty 
and insulting remarks about "cu l tu ra l paral lel l ism" were taken 
up by the Jewish papers and transformed into an appearance of 
profound, philosophical philosemitism. 

Significant and uni ted as they happily are, South African 
Jewry has studiedly avoided any official commi tmen t on the 
racial problems. This does no t however mean that const i tuent 
individuals or groups of the community have always managed 
to steer clear of these issues. In fact to do so would be quite 
impossible: living in South Africa means as inevitable a contact 
with the colour question as wi th the air one breathes o r the 
ground on which one treads. It is bo th theoretically and 
practically impossible to opt out , because the very act of 
refusing to be openly commi t ted amounts to an open commit 
ment on the side of the status quo. To say " I am no t in t e re s t ed" 
is tantamount to saying " A s far as I am concerned, things may 
go on as they are now. They are not as bad as to warrant my 
personal par t ic ipa t ion ." It means tacitly appending one ' s 
own signature to the decree of race dominat ion. 

Individual Jews—or persons of Jewish extraction—-have 
taken stands in very different and, at t imes, very radical ways. 
Cape Town's Mr . Nossel performed some pathetic antics in 
his desire to rally his fellow-Jews under the Nationalist Party 
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banner. O n the o ther hand, Sam Kahn (no less a Jew) is known 
as an uncompromising opponent of racialism. 

And the tens of thousand of the lesser fry. Mr. A. (an 
otherwise incredibly generous and simple person) between 
the fifth whisky and collapse voices his c reed : ' T m a South 
African first and a Jew second. The one is my nation, the 
o ther my religion, man. f say let the shul (synagogue) stick 
to religion, and leave politics to those who know what 's good 
for the country. I say, keep the bastards down, or else they' l l 
slit our throats . Have another one . . / ' Mr. B., the in
dustrial shrewdie, sums up his manifesto: " L o o k here , we all 
feel sympathy towards these poor creatures. But what can 
we do? W e are a minor i ty ; we 've got to look after our own 
interests. W e daren ' t offend the powers that be. Swim 
with the t ide, make hay while the sun shines, and don ' t be 
unreal i s t ic ." Mr. C , refugee intellectual from Hit ler ' s Ger
many (t ired, artistic, a litt le queer , jocular but nervous) , 
speaks: " L o o k , I've had my share of suffering. Believe me, 
it was enough for one person for a lifetime. Nobody worried 
about us when we were the victims. I am not interested in 
others . 1 am t ired. All I want is to live in peace, be left 
alone, keep out of politics, practice my profession. D o n ' t 
drag me into this odious bus iness ." Gent lemen worry about 
rising labour costs in the board room and on the golf course 
and in the synagogue entrance hal l ; their ladies moan about the 
unreliability, cheek, unchastity, clumsiness of servants; spine-
tingling stories of violence, r iot and danger in the location 
pepper up sedately luxurious dinner parties in the fashionable 
suburbs. Resigned acceptance or hearty approval is the pre
valent at t i tude of individual j ews towards racialism. And the 
Jews who oppose it and fight against it , do so not as Jews, 
because they are j ews—but as humanitarians, liberals, possibly 
socialists. Their Jewishness as such seems to have no bearing 
at all on their racial alignment. That individual Jews vary im
mensely in their att i tudes is a fact. W h e t h e r as Jews they 
ought to be thus divided, is, of course, a very different mat ter . 

" R e n d e r unto Caesar . . 9f is a Jewishly unacceptable pr inciple . 
Wha t we give and how we give and why we give unto Caesar 
are ways of giving (or of refusing to give) unto God. Judaism 
cannot al low—in any interpretat ion of the faith—a sharp division 
between earthly behaviour and heavenward piety. Yet it is 
commonly thought that Judaism demands ritual conformity 
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in the first place, coupled wi th dogmatic r igour ; a pre t ty-pre t ty , 
almsgiving type of sentimental charity as a secondary require
ment : bu t specific social, economic and political att i tudes no t 
at all. And this, of course, is a fatal distort ion of the essential 
message of Jewish tradi t ion. Very rarely, under exceptionally 
strong moral provocat ion, an isolated Jewish preacher might 
allow himself, very guardedly, very moderately and obscurely, 
to burst into righteous indignation. Chief Rabbi Rabinowitz 
of Johannesburg has commented critically on the W e s t e r n 
Areas Removal Scheme and on the University apartheid plans. 
Rabbi Wei le r , of the Reform congregation, in his concluding 
benediction, often prayed for God ' s blessing upon all human 
beings, irrespective of race, colour or creed. Yet these— 
and similar—moral judgments were passed ei ther on l imited, 
self-contained issues (and thus may have given the impression 
that the disapproval concerned only the manner of p rocedure , 
not its goal, condemning unnecessary brutali ty of execution 
rather than racial discrimination and enforced human inequality 
as such), or else were couched in such vague and general terms 
that the ordinary listener would no t understand its practical 

relevance to issues at hand and dismiss it as so much usual flabby 
J 

pietistic pulpit nonsense. And however cautious and tame 
such statements may have been, it is no tewor thy that the laity 
of the congregations, respected elders as well as humbler wor
shippers—orthodox and reform al ike—were on the whole upset , 
afraid, at t imes outraged, generally icily unsympathetic towards 
their own spiritual leaders ' p ronouncements . Far too l i t t le 
has been said, far too rarely and far too t imidly: and prompt ly 
repudiated by the flock of the supposedly faithful. 

Perhaps as a lame substi tute for open expressions of human 
fellow-feeling for, and self-identification wi th , the oppressed 
Black majority, South African Jewry has under taken several 
projects in the field of welfare work . Soup ki tchens, creches 
for the children of working mothers , hospital beds, certain 
educational facilities have been provided for the benefit of 
Africans, Coloureds and Indians under the auspices of a few 
Jewish organizations. The Leagues of Jewish W o m e n and 
the Temple Sisterhoods are most p rominen t in these efforts. 
Often considerable sums were , and are being, spent by them 
for doubtlessly deserving purposes. As far as these go, they 
are noble and truly religious gestures. But in South Africa to-day 
more still than the demand of hunger and health, it is the needs 
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of offended human dignity that must be met. Condescending 
doles cannot improve, but may well worsen, this aspect of the 
moral and spiritual situation. To stand cap in hand before a 
patronizingly beneficent master may help to fill an empty stomach 
but does nothing to strengthen the human self-respect of the 
recipient. To ignore these welfare efforts altogether is hardly 
greater a falsification of the truth than to exaggerate their 
value. 

The S.A. Jewish Board of Deputies and the Jewish papers 
of South Africa are at one in consistently broadcasting the 
creed of Jewry's non-commitment on issues of race and colour. 
The example of a small society known as the Jewish Democratic 
League is illuminating. In 19^6 the League called a meeting 
in Johannesburg to protest against the Group Areas Act. Next 
week-end the colums of the Jewish press were positively saffron 
with pain, fury, dissociation. "No right to call themselves 
Jewish"—was the unanimous verdict. 

But why, it might be asked, should the Jews, as distinct 
from other sections of the South African population, and in a 
special manner and degree, be expected to have something to 
say-—and do—about the racial situation? 

Four independently valid but cumulatively overwhelming 
considerations are relevant in answering this question. 

Firstly, the bulk of South African Jewry is still personally 
affected by racial discrimination and intolerance. The chrono
logically earliest, Anglo-Jewish layer of immigrants apart, 
the later, numerically much more important waves of new
comers themselves came in order to escape persecution on 
account of their origin. Whether they came from Eastern 
Europe around the turn of the century, or from Central and 
Western Europe from the early 'thirties onward, personal 
memories of oppression must still be vivid in the minds of very 
many. There can hardly be a Jewish family in South Africa 
that has not lost near relations when Hitler's racialism reached 
its logical culmination in mass slaughter. Both through cruel 
oppression in the tumult of many centuries, and through recent 
personal experiences and involvements, the Jews of South 
Africa should be historically and psychologically well equipped 
to recognize oppression and persecution whenever they occur, 
stand by the victims, and fight against those who by action 
or connivance, through inhumanity or stupidity or both, help 
maintain such a system. 
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Secondly, common prudence and enlightened, realistic self-
interest could tell the South African jew in what direction the 
hope for ultimate survival and welfare lies. It can seem hardly 
doubtful to any thinking person within or outside South Africa, 
that the dominance of a small White minority over a large, 
deprived and growingly conscious Coloured majority is doomed. 
Siding with the powers of to-day is bound to mean alienating 
the sympathies of the makers of a very different tomorrow. 
Conversely, unpopularity with the bosses of the present might 
well be the price of becoming accepted and respected partners 
in the formation and running of a juster South African future. 

Thirdly, racial and colour prejudice is inevitably dangerous 
to the Jew. Theoretically speaking, the mechanics of racial 
mentality work in such a way as to endanger anyone who does 
not belong to the innermost core of the herrenvolk. There 
may be an order of precedence, "Blacks" counted as worse 
enemies than "Jews" for the time being. But it is purely 
a matter of time before the edge of discrimination is turned 
against sections which at the moment are tolerated. And 
judging by the experience of the 'thirties and 'forties, it will 
be seen how deeply entrenched the anti-semitic traits are in 
White South Africa; in the xenophobiac jingoes of the United 
Party and especially in the pro-Nazi Nationalist leaders. Will 
the leopard change its spots, or lose its carnivorous appetite? 
Besides, however much South African Jews may wish to forget 
about it, an immensely significant section of world Jewry is 
itself non-White. A myriad literally black Jews in Abyssinia; 
thousands of completely Indian-looking Jews in or from India; 
hundreds of thousands of Cape Malay looking, dark-skinned 
Jews in the Arab countries—and Israel itself which is 
fast becoming a coloured country (present estimates put the 
non-European Jews in Israel at between one-third and a half of 
the total population). Colour discrimination both potentially 
and actually touches the Jew himself. 

Fourthly and lastly—-and most importantly of all aspects— 
Jewry is not primarily a nation or race or culture but a religious 
community. It rightly prides itself on its theological and 
ethical heritage. And no competent exponent of Judaism, 
of any branch or shade, could ever hesitate to admit that the 
essence of Jewish morality is wholly incompatible with any 
sort of racial discrimination. From the Jewish religious angle, 
the exegetical somersaults which some DRC trainers try to 
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coax or bully Scripture into performing, are both laughable 
in their ignorant absurdity and blasphemous distortions of God's 
Word and Will. Judaism insists on a down-to-earth, this 
wordly justice and righteousness as pre-conditions of any inward 
spiritual purity and worth. It repeats day after day the belief 
in the unity of mankind, the inherent dignity and equality of 
all human beings. It commands the Jew, in prophetic injunc
tion, to seek the peace and welfare (shalom) of the land of 
his habitation: the good of the people as a whole, not of a 
ruling clique. In declaring the duty of loving one's neighbour, 
Judaism allows and insists that the love be not a mere emotional 
schwaermerei, but made manifest in concrete, relevant, adequate 
deeds and behaviour. It so happens that to oppose racialism 
in South Africa would suit the long-term self-interest of the 
Jew. But were it otherwise, should it be a dangerous and 
unrewarded and hopeless sacrifice for the Jew to declare the 
equality of man and take the practical consequences in full, 
ethically and religiously he would still have no alternative but 
do so. As a religious creature, the Jew is compelled by his 
faith and tradition to assert human dignity and rights for all. 

Jewry in South Africa, as we have seen, has done precious 
little towards the betterment of the fundamental racial wrongs 
of its country. For the several reasons we have discussed, it 
ought certainly to have made a definite and unmistakable stand. 
But how could they have done so—and in what way, if any, 
could they do so still? 

Obviously, it would be unduly optimistic to hope that all 
the misguided or selfishly mischievous members could be 
4 'converted" to an awareness of the dictates of Judaism and 
Jewish survival overnight. However regrettable this is, in 
view of the conservatism of human nature the sad variety of 
attitudes towards racial questions is bound to continue in the 
Jewish community. But the official forums and the leaders 
of South African Jewry could and should start the process. 
Both the Anglican and the Roman Catholic communities have 
a fair proportion, maybe even a majority, of prejudiced, un
christian racialists in their midst. Yet Reeves and Huddleston 
and De Blank, as well as the local representatives of the Vatican, 
did and do speak for Christianity (as an ideal) and Christendom 
(as a world wide social entity). Their voice is authoritative 
and representative both of the religion and of the larger fellow
ship of its adherents. Likewise, a truly Jewish communal 
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policy, consistently propounded from all pulpits in definite 
and practically applicable terms, voiced by the Board of 
Deputies, in the Jewish press, even through Zionist media 
(isn't Israel a radically anti-racialist country, in practice and in 
constitution?), teaching both the ordinary Jew and his fellow 
South Africans—White and Black alike—what Judaism, and 
Jewish and human self-interest jointly demand: this is the first 
step in a programme worthy of, and possible to, the South 
African Jewish community. Genius, miracles or martyr
like saintliness are not required for it. Courage, Jewish know
ledge, human decency, and a tiny grain of calm common-
sense are. 

Suppose it were done, suppose Jewry became convinced, 
and showed its sincere belief to the outside world—that racial 
discrimination is always an evil, that racialist South Africa is 
acting immorally and suicidally, that to struggle for freedom, 
human rights and dignity for all men is a specific Jewish and 
universal human duty—what would be the probable conse
quences of its attitude? 

Theoretically, "Nothing" or " N o n e " are legitimate possi
bilities. Yet even if it were so, the ethical and religious duty 
would clearly remain the same. That popular Jewish classic, 
the Ethics of the Fathers, teaches : "It is not thy task to complete 
the work, yet thou mayest not desist from doing i t . " To act 
aright is the main thing, not to try to calculate how likely it is 
to succeed. A surgeon may have to operate even if the chances 
of success are infinitesimally small. 

But it is highly improbable that a Jewish realignment on the 
lines indicated should have no effects whatsoever. It seems 
that one (or maybe both) of two alternatives would follow a 
conscious Jewish communal policy against racialism. 

A racially just and unprejudiced attitude manifested in realistic 
political orientation on the part of Jewry might act as leaven in 
White South African society. It must help swing White South 
African thinking towards more humane, twentieth-century, 
civilized and really European democratic ideals. The attitude 
of Jews might teach their fellow-Whites to think aright (or 
perhaps, to think at all), and bring home to them where their 
own moral responsibilities as well as long-term chances of 
survival lie. The example of the crucially placed Jewish com
munity might set the whole of White South Africa on the way 
to their own physical and moral salvation. 
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O r else: if the vindictive fury of Nationalist reaction wx>uld 
drive a Jewry thus aligned onto the oppressed, non-Whi te side 
of the artificial racial fence, the ul t imate ne t result would still 
be favourable. At once South African Jewry would be free 
of the moral guilt which attaches to all who enforce, connive 
at o r benefit from the present discriminatory, unjust arrange
ment . The privileges which Jewry might lose would be bu t a 
shedding of spiritual ballast: no t having been enti t led to un
shared prerogatives in the first place, they would be much be t t e r 
off wi thout them. At the same t ime, the presence of the 
Jewish communi ty on the side of the under-privileged would 
give a formidable weapon into the hands of the forces struggling 
for the ul t imate freedom and justice and democracy of South 
Africa. Add the trained intelligence, historical sense, ability 
for persistent application of the Jewr as a spearhead to the 
mighty thrust of the rightful yearnings of the unenfranchized 
non-Whi te South African mult i tudes , and the day of a happier 
and m o r e humane South Africa will have been brought, very 
much nearer than could happen otherwise . 

Proudly Jews have called themselves, in a jeer their enemies 
have called them, the Chosen People. The sages of Israel 
never grew t i red of explaining that Jews were chosen by God 
not for privileges, no t for extra honours , bu t for special duties, 
for additional responsibilit ies—to be living examples of righteous
ness and godliness, witnesses of God before mankind. 

The masters of the Midrash have taught : " W h e n God was 
about to give His Law to humanity, Fie went from nation to 
nation, offering to each the sacred trust . One after the o t h e r 
they refused it . At last He came to Israel who accepted it 
implicitly as binding upon them and upon all Jewish genera t ions . " 
Contemporary thinkers of Judaism—Martin Buber and Leo 
Baeck foremost among them—have restated the spiritual essence 
of the ancient legend. To be a chosen people means in realitv 
being the choosing people: the people which accepts the challenge 
of history, of God 's laws and eternal values. 

In South Africa, in the mid- twent ie th century, the Chosen 
People are choosing not to be chosen. . . . 




